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1. Preliminaries

In this note, we report and correct an error in Theorem 1 of Anantharam and Kon-
stantopoulos (1997). This theorem is not true without additional assumptions. In what
follows, we propose a correction based on Theorem A stated and proved in the Ap-
pendix below. Theorem A may be of independent interest and is thus stated separately.
Our blunder is in the sequence of displayed equations preceding the statement of The-
orem 1 on p. 185 of Anantharam and Konstantopoulos (1997). The �rst equation
there holds if �−1C is a Q-continuity set, while the last equation holds if C is a
Q-continuity set. Thus the equation there should be read as Q=Q ◦�−1 on the class
of sets C := {C ∈F⊗E :C and �−1C are Q-continuity sets}. This class may not, in
general, generate F⊗E; hence, the conclusion that Q=Q ◦�−1 on F⊗E (i.e., that
Q is �-invariant) may be false.
Recall that Q was extracted as a weak subsequential limit of �Qn. The calculation on

p. 185 of Anantharam and Konstantopoulos (1997) shows that

| �Qn ◦�−1(C)− �Qn(C)|62=n for all C ∈F⊗E; n¿1: (1)

hence �Qn ◦�−1 has Q as a weak subsequential limit also. To actually conclude that
Q=Q ◦�−1, we need that one of the following hypotheses be added to the statement
of the �rst paragraph of Theorem 1 of Anantharam and Konstantopoulos (1997):
(A1) � is continuous.
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(A2) There is a subsequential weak limit Q of { �Qn; n¿1} under which the disconti-
nuity set of � is Q-null.

(A3) There exist a sequence {�̃l; l¿1} of continuous transformations of 
×E, and
a sequence of open sets {Ul; l¿1} in 
×E, such that �̃l=� outside Ul, for
all l¿1, and

lim
l→∞

lim inf
n→∞

�Qn(Ul)= 0: (2)

Let us prove that, under any of the above three additional assumptions, Theorem 1 of
Anantharam and Konstantopoulos (1997) is valid. First note that (A1) is a convenient
special case of (A2). Under (A2), there is a subsequence �Qnk of

�Qn such that �Qnk ⇒Q,
as k→∞, and the set of discontinuities of � is Q-null. Hence, from Billingsley
(1971), (Corollary 2, p. 9), we have �Qnk ◦�−1⇒Q ◦�−1. On the other hand, from
Eq. (1), �Qnk ◦�−1⇒Q, and hence Q=Q ◦�−1. Finally, under (A3) and Eq. (1), the
assumptions of Theorem A of the appendix are ful�lled (see also Remark 1 at the end
of the proof of this theorem) and we again conclude that Q=Q ◦�−1.
Let us now show that the theorem, in its modi�ed form, constructs a stationary

solution for the examples we considered in Anantharam and Konstantopoulos (1997),
which were representative of the type of applications we had in mind.

2. Examples

2.1. The G=G=1 queue

Here E = R+, and the problem is to construct a stationary solution of the E-valued
recursion

Wn+1 = (Wn + �n)+; (3)

where {�n; n∈Z} is a stationary ergodic sequence of real valued random variables,
with E[�0]¡0. We may take 
=RZ with the product topology, F to be the corre-
sponding Borel �-�eld, � to be the left shift on 
, and P the probability measure on
(
;F) under which the sequence of coordinates has the distribution of {�n; n∈Z}.
We demonstrated in Anantharam and Konstantopoulos (1997) that with Q0 :=P⊗ �0
and Qn :=Q0 ◦�−n, the sequence {Qn; n¿0} is tight. Here one can check that condi-
tion (A1) applies, so (the corrected) Theorem 1 of Anantharam and Konstantopoulos
(1997) proves the existence of a stationary weak solution.

2.2. The non-monotone recursion 3.2 of Anantharam and Konstantopoulos (1997)

Again E=R+, and the problem is to construct a stationary solution to the E-valued
recursion

W̃n+1 = g(W̃n + �n); (4)
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where g is the function de�ned by

g(x) =




0; x ¡ 0
x; 06x ¡ 1
2(x − 1); 16x ¡ 2
x; 26x:

and {�n; n∈Z} is a stationary ergodic sequence of real valued random variables, with
E[�0]¡0. We may take (
;F; P), and � as in the preceding paragraph. We may take
Q0 :=P⊗ �0 and Qn :=Q0 ◦�−n, where � now denotes the skew product appropriate
to the recursion (4), viz.,

�(!; x) := (�!; g(x + �0(!))):

In Anantharam and Konstantopoulos (1997), we demonstrated the tightness of
{Qn; n¿0}, using only the observation that g(x)6x+ and the tightness proof for
the preceding problem. Let Q be a subsequential weak limit of { �Qn; n¿1}, say
Q= limk→∞ �Qnk .
If g were continuous, condition (A1) would apply. However, the function g is dis-

continuous. All the same, condition (A2) can be shown to apply under additional
restrictions on the distribution on {�n; n∈Z}, for instance that �0 has a distribution
admitting a bounded density. But even condition (A2) is violated in general. However,
we can show that condition (A3) always holds.
For l¿1, let �l := 2−l, choose gl :R→R a continuous function that equals g outside

the interval (1− �l; 1), de�ne the continuous map �̃l :
×E→
×E by
�̃l(!; x) := (�!; gl(x + �0(!)));

and consider the open set

Ul := {(!; x): 1− �l¡x + �0(!)¡1}:
With these de�nitions, it is immediate that �= �̃l outside Ul. It remains to verify
Eq. (2).
For m6n; m; n∈Z, let W̃m; n be the result at time n of recursion (4) started with

W̃m=0 and Wm;n the result at time n of recursion (3) started with Wm=0. From
g(x)6x+, we see that W̃m; n6Wm;n for all m6n; m; n∈Z. The law of large num-
bers and the assumption E[�0]¡0 imply that there is a P-a.s. �nite �60 such that, for
all i6� we have Wi; � = 0, so that Wi;0 = W�;0 for all i6�. But then also W̃i; � = 0 for
all i6�, so that W̃i;0 = W̃�;0 for all i6�. Thus, we have

�Qn(Ul) =
1
n
(Q0 + · · ·+ Qn−1)(Ul) =

1
n

−1∑
i=−n

P(W̃i;0 + �0 ∈ (1− �l; 1))

→ P(W̃�;0 + �0 ∈ (1− �l; 1)); as n→∞:
The reason for the latter convergence is that limi→−∞ P(W̃i;0 + �0 ∈ (1 − �l; 1)) =
P(W̃�;0 + �0 ∈ (1 − �l; 1)), which holds from the remarks above. From this, Eq. (2)
follows, completing the proof of the existence of a weak stationary solution for recur-
sion (4), given only that {�n; n∈Z} is a stationary ergodic sequence of real valued
random variables, with E[�0]¡0.
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2.3. The G=G=1=0 system

Here E = R+, and the problem is to construct a stationary solution to the E-valued
recursion

Wn+1 = (Wn + �n1(Wn = 0)− �n)+; (5)

where {(�n; �n); n∈Z} is a stationary ergodic sequence of nonnegative real valued
random pairs, with E[�0]¡∞ and 0¡E[�0]¡∞. We may take 
 to be (R2+)Z , F to
be the corresponding Borel �-�eld, � to be the left shift on 
, and P the probability
distribution on (
;F) under which the sequence of coordinate pairs has the distribution
of {(�n; �n); n∈Z}. We demonstrated in Anantharam and Konstantopoulos (1997) that
with Q0 :=P⊗ �0 and Qn :=Q0 ◦�−n, the sequence {Qn; n¿0} is tight. We now show
that condition (A3) holds.
For l¿1, let �l := 2−l, let �̃l :
×E→
 × E be given by

�̃l(!; x) := (x + (1− 2x�−1l )
+�0(!)− �0(!))+:

and let

Ul := {(!; x): 0¡x¡�l}:

With these de�nitions, it is immediate that �̃l is continuous, Ul is open, and � = �̃l

outside Ul. It remains to verify Eq. (2).
For m6n; m; n∈Z let Wm;n be the result at time n of recursion (5) started with

Wm=0. Since Qi = Q0 ◦�−i = (P⊗ �0) ◦�−i, we have Qi(Ul) = P(W0; i ∈ (0; �l)),
hence, using the �-invariance of P,

�Qn(Ul) =
1
n

n−1∑
i=0

Qi(Ul) =
1
n

n−1∑
i=0

P(W0; i ∈ (0; �l)) = 1
n

−1∑
i=−n

P(Wi;0 ∈ (0; �l)):

For i6−1, let Ri(!) := {j∈ [i;−1]: �j(!)−Aj(!)¿0}, where Aj(!) := �j(!)+ · · ·+
�−1(!). The interpretation is that Ri(!) contains the indices of those customers that
can be present in the queue at time 0, if the queue started empty with customer i. Note
that R(!) :=

⋃
i6−1 Ri(!) has a �nite number of elements for P-a.e. !∈
. Indeed,

from the law of large numbers, and the assumptions E[�0]¡∞; 0¡E[�0]¡∞, the
sequence �i−Ai converges, as i→ −∞, to −∞, P-a.s. Let N (!) := min R(!) be the
minimum integer in R(!). Clearly, P(N¿−∞) = 1. With these de�nitions we have,
for i6−1,

P(Wi;0 ∈ (0; �l))6P(N6i) + P
(
min
j∈R
(�j − Aj)6�l

)
:

As i→−∞, the �rst term converges to zero. Hence lim supn→∞ �Qn(Ul)6P(minj∈R
(�j − Aj)6�l). Letting l→∞, we get zero since the random variables �j − Aj, as j
ranges over the random set R, are, by de�nition, positive, a.s. Hence Eq. (2) holds,
completing the proof of the existence of a weak stationary solution for the recursion (5).
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2.4. Compact state space

For Theorem 2 of Anantharam and Konstantopoulos (1997) to be true, we also need
conditions that give Q = Q ◦�−1. Any one of conditions (A1), (A2), or (A3) will
su�ce for this purpose.
To apply this theorem, one would typically be given a stationary ergodic process

{’̃n; n∈Z} of measurable maps from (E;E) into itself, and would like to construct
an appropriate Polish sample space (
;F) supporting a measurable shift �, a ran-
dom variable ’0 that takes values in the space of measurable maps from (E;E) into
itself, and a �-invariant probability distribution P on (
;F) such that the sequence
{’n; n∈Z} given by ’n(!) = ’0(�n!) has the same distribution as {’̃n; n∈Z}, and
then hope to apply the theorem to prove the existence of a weak solution on 
 × E.
We now remark that if ’̃0 takes values in C(E; E), the space of continuous functions
from E to E, and is measurable with respect to the Borel �-�eld of the topology of
uniform convergence in C(E; E), then this can always be done. Indeed, for E compact,
C(E; E) is a Polish space in the topology of uniform convergence, see Appendix B, so
we may take 
 to be C(E; E)Z with the product topology, F to be the Borel �-�eld
of 
, � to be the left shift on 
 and P to be the probability distribution under which
the coordinate sequence has the distribution of {’̃n; n∈Z}. The skew product � on

 × E is then easily seen to be continuous.

2.5. The need for the additional assumptions

Note that even a deterministic discontinuous recursion on a compact Polish space
may not admit a weak stationary solution in our sense, without the additional assump-
tions introduced above. For example, take the unit interval E= [0; 1] and the map
’ :E 7→ E given by

’(x) =
{
x=2 if x 6= 0;
1 if x = 0:

One can check that it is impossible to construct a weak stationary solution for this
recursion (Meyn, 1997). It is also not hard to check that for any attempt to construct
a stationary weak solution by the skew product construction, even though tightness
of { �Qn; n¿1} is automatic, none of conditions (A1), (A2), or (A3) holds for any
subsequential weak limit of this sequence.

Appendix A. A weak convergence criterion

Let {Pn; n¿1} be a sequence of probability measures on a Polish space S, converg-
ing weakly to a probability measure P. Let h be a measurable mapping from S into a
Polish space S ′. We address the issue of weak convergence of Pn ◦ h−1 to P ◦ h−1. It
seems that the most widely known su�cient condition for this type of result is that the
set Dh of discontinuities of h have P(Dh) = 0; see e.g., Billingsley (1971), (Corollary
2, p. 9). However, roughly speaking, it is su�cient to assume only that the probability
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measures Pn converge to P in such a way as to “avoid the discontinuity”. This is
clari�ed below:

Theorem A. Suppose that Pn⇒P on a Polish space S, and let h : S→ S ′ be a mea-
surable mapping from S into a Polish space S ′. Suppose that there exists a sequence
of continuous mappings hl : S→ S ′; l¿1, and a sequence of open sets Ul; l¿1,
contained in S, such that, for all l, hl = h outside Ul, and such that

lim
l→∞

lim sup
n→∞

Pn(Ul) = 0: (6)

Then Pn ◦ h−1⇒P ◦ h−1.

Proof. We �rst observe that the assumptions imply that the sequence {Pn ◦ h−1; n¿1}
is tight. To see this, given �¿0, we �rst �nd a compact K ⊂ S with

Pn(K)¿1− � for all n; (7)

which exists because the sequence of probability measures Pn converges weakly on S.
Next, we �nd an integer L¿0 such that

lim sup
n→∞

Pn(UL)¡�: (8)

This exists by Eq. (6). Now, K ∩U c
L is compact, because K is compact and UL is

open, and Pn(K ∩U c
L)¿1 − 2� for all su�ciently large n, by Eqs. (7) and (8). Since

h = hL o� UL, by assumption, we have h(K ∩U c
L)= hL(K ∩U c

L), and this is a compact
subset of S ′, because hL is continuous. Now,

Pn ◦ h−1(h(K ∩U c
L))¿Pn(K ∩U c

L)¿1− 2�;
for all su�ciently large n, so by taking the union of K ∩U c

L with a �nite number of
other compact sets, if necessary, to deal with the initial values of n, we have found,
for each �¿0, a compact subset K ′ of S ′ such that Pn ◦ h−1(K ′)¿1− 2� for all n.
Let Q be a subsequential limit of {Pn ◦ h−1}, say Pnj ◦ h−1⇒Q. By assumption, for

any nonnegative continuous function f on S ′, bounded by K , say, we have, for each
l¿1,

f ◦ h6f ◦ hl + K1Ul
:

Hence, we have

Pnj (f ◦ h)6Pnj (f ◦ hl) + KPnj (Ul):

But Pnj (f ◦ h)=(Pnj ◦ h−1)(f)→Q(f), as j→∞. Since Pn⇒P, and f ◦ hl is bounded
and continuous for each l, we have Pnj (f ◦ hl)→P(f ◦ hl). Hence

Q(f)6P(f ◦ hl) + K lim inf
j→∞

Pnj (Ul): (9)

By assumption again, we have

f ◦ hl6f ◦ h+ K1Ul
:
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Integrating with respect to P, we obtain

P(f ◦ hl)6P(f ◦ h) + KP(Ul): (10)

Combining Eqs. (9) and (10) we have

Q(f)6P(f ◦ h) + KP(Ul) + K lim inf
j→∞

Pnj (Ul): (11)

Since Pn⇒P and Ul is open, P(Ul)6 lim inf j→∞ Pnj (Ul). By Eq. (6), the l-depen-
dent terms of the right-hand side of Eq. (11) converge to zero as l→∞, yielding

Q(f)6P(f ◦ h)= (P ◦ h−1)(f):

Since this inequality is true for all nonnegative bounded continuous functions f, it
follows that Q=Ph−1. But Q is an arbitrary subsequential limit of {Pnh−1; n¿1}.
Hence Pnh−1⇒Ph−1:

Remark. (1) If we assume, to begin with, that Pn ◦ h−1 converges weakly to a prob-
ability measure Q on S ′, then Eq. (6) can be replaced by the weaker assumption
liml→∞ lim inf n→∞ Pn(Ul)= 0. This explains why the lim inf su�ces in Eq. (2).
(2) A simple example shows that one cannot replace the lim sup in Eq. (6) by the

lim inf, in general. Take S = S ′= [0; 1],

h(x)=
{
0 if 06x¡1=2;
1 if 1=26x61:

and Pn= an�1=2+1=n+(1−an)�1=2−1=n, where {an; n¿1} is some sequence of numbers in
[0; 1]. Then Pn⇒ �1=2, but Pn ◦ h−1 can have several distinct subsequential weak limits.

Appendix B. A topological result

Theorem B. Let (X; d) be a compact metric space and (Y; d̃) a separable metric space.
Then, C(X; Y ), endowed with the topology of uniform convergence, is separable.

Proof 4 . For m; n∈N, let Emn⊂C(X; Y ) be de�ned by

Emn :=
{
f∈C(X; Y ): d(x; x′)6 1

m
⇒ d̃(f(x); f(x′))6

1
n

}
: (12)

Clearly
⋃∞
m=1 Emn=C(X; Y ), for all n¿0. Let Y= {y1; y2; : : :} be a dense subset of

Y , and for each m∈N, let {xm1 ; : : : ; xmqm}⊂X be the centers of a collection of open
balls of radius 1=m which cover X .
For each v=(v1; : : : ; vqm)∈Nqm , and n∈N, let

Fv
mn :=

{
f∈Emn: d̃(f(xmk ); yvk )6

1
n
; 16k6qm

}
: (13)

4 The proof in this appendix is due to Arapostathis (1997), reproduced by permission.
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Note that, by construction,

Emn=
⋃
v∈Nqm

Fv
mn: (14)

Let

Vmn := {v∈Nqm : Fv
mn 6= ∅}; (15)

and form a collection Gmn⊂Emn by picking an arbitrary function ’v from each member
of the class {Fv

mn: v∈Vmn}.
We claim that

G :=
∞⋃
m=1

∞⋃
n=1

Gmn

is dense in C(X; Y ).
Suppose �¿0 is given. Select n∈N such that 4=n¡�. If f∈C(X; Y ), then f∈Emn,

for some m∈N, and by Eqs. (14) and (15), there exists a v∈Vmn such that f∈Fv
mn,

and also some ’v ∈Fv
mn. Thus, by Eq. (13), we obtain,

d̃(f(xmk ); yvk )6
1
n

and d̃(’v(xmk ); yvk )6
1
n

for all k ∈{1; : : : ; qm}: (16)

On the other hand, for each x∈X , we can select k ∈{1; : : : ; qm} such that d(x; xmk )
¡1=m, and hence, since ’v; f∈Emn, Eq. (12) yields

d̃(f(x); f(xmk ))6
1
n
; d̃(’v(x); ’v(xmk ))6

1
n
: (17)

Finally, combining Eqs. (16) and (17), d̃(f(x); ’v(x))64=n¡�:
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